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Abstract

We present a new architecture for a clock synchronization protocol based on multi-cast communication. The
protocol implements the gradual tuning of the clocks, in order to automatically compensate the systematic drift and
increase the time between re-synchronizations. Hosts participating to the same service are grouped into a cohort:
the protocol self-stabilizes into an optimal routine where all members of a cohort are periodically synchronized with
the same messages. New members dynamically joining the cohort perturb this routine, that is spontaneously and
eventually restored.
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1 Introduction

The availability of a common time reference is one of the emerging needs of complex distributed services. Espe-
cially when the service involves soft real time tasks, the availability of a common clock improves both performance
and robustness.

The literature offers several examples of implementations of timing protocols that are structured according
to a common scheme (for instance, [8, 1, 6], and [12, 11] for the part of the protocol related to external clock
synchronization) that here we call system clock based. In this view the clock synchronization is a separate
service, provided by a specialized server, and conforms to some internationally agreed standard: for instance,
the client might down-load the Universal Time Coordinate (a standard measure of time) from a server using the
Network Time Protocol (NTP [8], a standard Internet protocol), and update the local system clock. The system
clock is then used by the distributed applications that need a timely coordination: each client assumes that the
other clients, as well as the server, have the system clock properly synchronized to the same standard. Whenever
the accuracy of the system clock is considered insufficient, the client asks the NTP server for another accurate clock
value, and adjusts the system clock using the reply.

The limits of this approach are in its monolithic structure: the synchronization of the system clock has a non
negligible impact on the whole host, and the distributed service makes a critical assumption, that cannot be
verified, about all participants. There are cases when these drawbacks have to be accepted. For instance, when
the processing of the host is mainly time-dependent, as in the case of a database manager: time-stamps associated
to the items stored in the database should conform to a universal standard.

In many other cases the use of the common time reference is limited to a single service [7]. For instance in a
distributed multimedia application, where frames coming from different sources, and with different delays, should
be presented preserving the synchronism, or at least verifying that the required quality of service in maintained.
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In those cases, the synchronization of the system clock is regarded as unnecessary, provided that a restricted set
of time-related operations are available; namely

• the production of time-stamps and

• the setup of timeouts

The implementation of these functionalities does not need the synchronization of the system clock: when the
granularity of the time reference is compatible with the speed of the processor, a software (following [9]) virtual
clock, can be effectively used instead. The advantages of a virtual clock based approach, as opposed to the
system clock based one, can be summarized as follows:

• the scope of the timing received from the server is limited to the service itself. The synchronization of
the system clock is avoided, improving the robustness of the service and of the overall system: in fact, the
synchronization of the system clock is a sensible operation.

• each service may be based on its own time reference, admitting that the timing of distinct services may differ.
However, the synchronization of distinct services remains possible using the same virtual clock.

• the control of the clock synchronization operation can be shifted from the client to the server. Therefore
the server can schedule the clock re-synchronization rounds so that multiple clients are resynchronized in the
same round, thus optimizing the cost of the clock synchronization algorithm.

• for the same reason the server can anticipate the cost of the service in terms of workload, and therefore
guarantee a given quality of service to the clients. Mutual identification for security purposes may be based
on a public key approach.

• the clock synchronization service would not affect a unique resource (namely, the system clock): therefore
the client may maintain multiple, redundant timing devices, the virtual clock, and apply a selection rule.

We introduce a virtual clock based solution to the problem of providing a client-server distributed application
with a common time reference: a synchronization protocol is in charge of maintaining a consistent virtual clock at
each client site participating to the application. The synchronization protocol runs under the control of the server,
which periodically provides each client with timing information, in order to keep the virtual clocks sufficiently close.
It is up to the server to optimize the synchronization protocol operation, for instance using the same multi-cast
communication to reach several clients. When the client subscribes for the service the synchronization protocol is
associated to, it automatically enters the synchronization protocol. When the service admits the presence of several
servers for fault tolerance reasons, multiple virtual clocks, each controlled by a distinct server, may be used at the
client side.

We first discuss the data that must be exchanged between the server and a client, in order to efficiently implement
the virtual clock on the client side. The next step is the description of a multi-cast based protocol, controlled by
the server, that implements the data exchange. A similar approach can be found in [5]: our solution differs since
we do not make any assumption on the communication media.

Finally we introduce an algorithm that converges to a routine where all clients are synchronized using a unique
multi-cast message, and preserves this property despite perturbations.

In this sense we say that this part of our solution is self stabilizing [2]: it tends to the optimal situation (all clients
synchronized with one multi-cast) whatever is the initial state. As a consequence, perturbations are eventually
compensated without undertaking exceptional actions.

There is little or no relation with other clock synchronization algorithms that feature self-stabilization, as [4]:
they are meant to provide an internal synchronization, while we suggest an external clock synchronization, driven
by a time server. In this sense our solution is less distributed.

2 Implementation of a virtual clock

The overall synchronization algorithm consists in the generation of an (infinite) sequence of virtual clock in-
carnations on each client. Each incarnation is responsible for the timing of the service S during a certain time
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interval. The basic requirement of a virtual clock is that the timing it provides is sufficiently accurate, with respect
to the timing of the server. In the following, we will use the adjective “real” to refer to the properties of the timing
of the server, although this timing may or not reflect any internationally agreed standard for real time.

The implementation of the virtual clock is based upon the existence of an internal timing (for instance, that
derived from the system clock), whose relation with the real timing is known with a coarse approximation. The
following definition embeds this basic knowledge about the relation between the value of the internal clock with
respect to the real clock:

Definition 1 (Internal clock) Let t(T ) be the value of the internal clock at real time T:

dt

dT
= 1 + ρ(T )

It simply says that the two clocks diverge at a variable speed: the ρ() is usually called the drift. The internal
clock is equivalent to the an-isochronous clock as defined in [10].

If we assume that the drift is known with some approximation,

∀T, drift − drifterr ≤ ρ(T ) ≤ drift + drifterr

using the definition of internal clock, and some analytical results 1, we obtain the inequality:

T ≥
t(T ) − t(T0)

(1 + drift + drifterr)
+ T0 (1)

T ≤
t(T ) − t(T0)

(1 + drift − drifterr)
+ T0

We want to reduce the above inequality so that the bounds for T can be computed by the client: our first step
is to assign a (initial) value to drift and drifterr.

The hardware constructor usually provides a frequency tolerance ρ0 and a frequency stability ρR of the timing
device. The first characteristic depends on the quality of the construction process, while the second depends on
the technology of the timing device2. The former corresponds to a systematic drift, while the latter describes a
term of the drift that depends on time:

Definition 2 (Bound drift)

∀T, ρ(T ) = ρs + ρr(T )

|ρs| ≤ ρ0

∀T, |ρr(T )| ≤ ρR

For a quartz clock device the ρ0 can be of the order of 10−3, while ρR, for standard temperature excursions, is of
the order of 10−6.

From these data we derive an initial setup

drift = 0

drifterr = ρ0 + ρR

However, this setup is extremely coarse, and one of the tasks of the synchronization protocol is that of refining it.
Here we want to implement this at software level: namely, every new incarnation of the virtual clock is built taking
into account the drift experienced by past incarnations. As the series of the incarnations increases, the estimate
of the two components of the drift becomes more and more precise. The NTP protocol ([8]) implements a similar

1namely, the Lagrange theorem
2This parameter reflects the dependency of the timing device from environmental features: temperature, pressure, etc. This term

does not take into account the “aging” of the device, that is considered irrelevant during the operation of the distributed activity
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tis the value of internal clock when reading
the remote clock

rcri the remote clock reading result
rcri

err the error in the clock reading operation

drifti the estimated drift

driftierr the upper bound of the error of the drift
estimate

ρi

R
the upper bound of the residual drift

Table 1. The internal state of the i-th incarnation of a virtual clock

algorithm when it calibrates the PLL device provided by some hardware platforms. We are going to consider this
topic before the end of this section.

The value t(T0) cannot be computed locally, since it implies the availability of the real time to toggle a reading
of the internal clock; however, the host can obtain an approximation of this value by interacting with the server.
We will detail this operation later: here we define its effect, which is that of returning a 3-ple [ts, rcr, rcrerr], with
the following meaning:

Definition 3 (Remote clock reading) A remote clock reading operation returns a triple [ts, rcr, rcrerr], such
that:

ts = t(Ts)

Ts ∈ [rcr − rcrerr, rcr + rcrerr]

Now we can substitute t(T0) with ts, and T0 with the two bounds for Ts in the previous definition, in the
inequality (1), and obtain:

T ≥
t(T ) − ts

(1 + drift + drifterr)
+ rcr − rcrerr (2)

T ≤
t(T ) − ts

(1 + drift − drifterr)
+ rcr + rcrerr

The values that are used to estimate the interval containing the real time T are presently known to the client, and
the two bounds above can be encapsulated in a new incarnation of the virtual clock. When a remote clock reading
operation completes successfully, a new incarnation of the virtual clock is created. Its internal state (summarized
in Table 1) is set with the results of the remote clock reading operation, and will never be altered.

As pointed out in page 2, one of the fundamental functions of a virtual clock is the production of time-stamps.
The inequality (2) states that the virtual clock can produce, using its internal state and the internal clock, a time-
stamp representative of the real time, and bound its accuracy: we denote with vc(T ) the time-stamp produced at
(real) time T, and the upper bound for its accuracy with vcerr(T ). The following lemma (the proof of its validity
is in appendix A.1) gives the explicit expression to compute them:

Lemma 1 (Virtual Clock Time-stamps) At time T , a virtual clock can produce a time-stamp vc(T ) and a
bound vcerr(T ) of its accuracy by applying the following rules:

vc(T ) = rcr + (t(T ) − ts)(1 − drift) (3)

vcerr(T ) = rcrerr + (t(T ) − ts)drifterr (4)

The other basic feature indicated in page 2 is the ability to setup timeouts. The virtual clock will exploit the
knowledge of the correspondence between the internal clock and the real time in order to compute an internal
time corresponding to the deadline. To implement the interrupt generation the client application uses the facilities
offered by the native operating system, driven by the internal clock. The following lemma (the proof of its validity
is in appendix A.1) gives the expressions for an estimate of the internal clock when the deadline expires, and its
approximation:
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Lemma 2 (Virtual Clock Timeout) A virtual clock can produce an estimated value ic(T ) of the internal clock
at real time T , and a bound icerr(T ) of its precision by applying the following rules:

ic(T ) = ts + (1 + drift)(T − rcr)

icerr(T ) = rcrerr + drifterr(T − rcr)

The incarnation expires as soon as the accuracy of the real time it can compute exceeds a given threshold δ,
which corresponds to the timing accuracy required by the distributed application: in order to fulfill its task, the
virtual clock must never deliver a time-stamp whose vcerr exceeds this threshold. From the equation (4) we can
derive the time-to-live τ of a given incarnation (the proof of its validity is in appendix A.3):

Lemma 3 (Time to live)

τ =
δ − rcrerr

drifterr

(5)

The τ reflects the efficiency, and ultimately the reliability, of the synchronization protocol: a large τ means a
lower network overhead due to remote clock reading, and a lower probability to hit a network problem. Excluding
δ, which depends on the application, and rcrerr, which depends on the network characteristics, the most promising
optimization parameter is drifterr.

Using the result of the current and of a past remote clock reading (see definition 3, the value of the drift can be
estimated: under certain hypotheses, the precision of this estimate can be gradually refined.

The following rule can be used by the client in order to compute an approximation of the drift, and the precision
of such approximation (the proof of its validity is in appendix A.2):

Definition 4 (Virtual clock drift estimate) Let ε be an the upper bound of the accuracy rcrerr when a remote
clock reading operation is considered successful. When the n-th remote clock reading returns successfully, if the
(n − z)-th virtual clock is available

driftn ≈
tns − tn−z

s

rcrn − rcrn−z
− 1

driftnerr ≈
2ε

rcrn − rcrn−z
+ ρR

are valid values for the state of the n-th virtual clock.

When distant incarnations are used to interpolate the systematic drift, we obtain that the drift estimate error
tends to decrease. As a consequence, the τ tends to increase.

The following theorem proves that this process is limited, and the τ tends to a limit value (the proof of its
validity is in appendix A.3):

Theorem 1 (Limit of the time to live) Let ε be an the upper bound of the accuracy rcrerr when a remote clock
reading operation is considered successful. The following holds, after n successful clock reading:

lim
n→∞

τ = τ =
δ − ε − 2ε

z

ρR

(6)

<
δ − ε

ρR

(7)

This proves that the time to live of incarnations cannot increase indefinitely, and that the asymptotic value
increases as farther values are used to interpolate the drift. However, there is an upper limit, given by inequality
(7), that corresponds to a theoretical limit bound to the basic parameters of the clock synchronization scheme.

Since the limit value of τ cannot be negative, we can derive a further bound for z, the backlog of rcr that is
needed to interpolate a new drift:
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Figure 1. Evolution of the τ in time: each point is a setup operation

δ > ε

(

2

z
+ 1

)

(8)

It is straightforward to note that a backlog of just one rcr (i.e. z = 1) is a quite restrictive starting point: we
cannot ensure an accuracy better than three times the accuracy reached at the end of a successful remote clock
reading operation. For instance, if the remote clock reading has a precision of 1 msecs, the virtual clock accuracy
cannot be better than 3 msecs, if we want that the drift estimate converges. As a general rule the value of z is
chosen well above that threshold: from equation (6) we see that the asymptotic value of the series gets closer to
the upper bound when the value of z is large. Summarizing, extending the length of the record the history has a
very limited cost, and significantly improves the performance of the protocol.

If we observe the τ of successive incarnations (see Figure 1), we see that it rapidly approaches the asymptotic
bound, and then slowly reaches the bound in an infinite time. The Figure 1 represents the evolution with the
values indicated in Table 2.

ρ0 10−3 clock frequency tolerance
ρR 10−6 clock frequency stability
δ 1.5 msecs virtual clock accuracy limit
ε 1 msecs threshold for clock reading
z 20 distance

Table 2. Characteristics of a service, and sample values

The asymptotic value of the τ , indicated by the horizontal line, is 400 seconds. The τ reaches half that value (200
secs) after approximately 1500 secs, during the 40th incarnation of the virtual clock. The initial τ was 0.12 seconds.
The distance z has been chosen well above 4, the value returned by inequality (8) using the values indicated in
Table 2.

3 The remote clock reading operation

We detail the operation of the remote clock reading3, whose functional description is given in definition 3.

3The remote clock reading is deliberately simplified, since the description of a smarter implementation would need the introduction

of a number of details which are inappropriate for a paper addressing the architecture of the tool.
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struct m1 {timeval T0;}

struct m2 {timeval T0; hostname h1;}

struct m3 {timeval T0;}

Figure 2. A remote clock reading operation and the content of the messages. Thick lines indicate
broadcast messages.

Our discussion is limited to a set of clients that share the same timing, represented by the values assigned to
the variables listed in table 2. Such set of clients is called a cohort. The extension to the synchronization of several
cohorts is dealt with in the next section.

The remote clock reading operation involves one server, which provides the service and controls the synchro-
nization protocol, and a set of clients, which act as subscribers. The overall operation is divided into two steps,
which are coordinated by the server. In Figure 2 there is the message exchange pattern from the server to one of
the clients, and the content of the messages.

During the first step, the server broadcasts a request of attention m1 among the clients, and waits for a timely
reply m2 from them.

Message m1 contains the value of the real time when the message was sent, T0 in Figure 2. The reply m2 contains
the same value T0, which is used as an identifier for the clock reading operation, and the network identifier of the
client.

Upon sending m2, the client creates a new incarnation of the virtual clock, whose content is initialized as follows:

rcr = T0 + ε

rcrerr = ε

The value of ts is set to the value of the local internal clock, and the rest of the virtual clock state is computed
as indicated in Section 2. The newly created incarnation is not yet delivered for use: the purpose of the second
phase of the protocol is that of deciding if it is safe to deliver it.

After generating the message m1, the server waits for the replies from the clients for a limited time. The deadline
is set as follows:

deadline = T0 + 2ε

The server stops processing the replies when all clients have replied, or when the deadline expires.
The second phase of the protocol consists in the transmission of a broadcast message from the server to the

clients whose reply was received within the deadline. The receipt of this message authorizes the client to deliver
for internal use the virtual clock incarnation created during the first phase of the protocol. Otherwise the client
concludes that the remote clock reading operation was not successful.

A viable continuation after a failure, that we will not explore in this paper, is that of repeating the remote clock
reading operation to give further opportunities to the failing clients. About this subject see [1] and [3].

It is easy to prove that the virtual clock of the clients that receive m3 is correct: in fact, if they sent m2 before
Ts + 2ε (and this is true since m2 has been received before that time) then (see figure 2):

Ts ∈ [T0, T0 + 2ε]

or, equivalently

Ts ∈ [rcr − rcrerr, rcr + rcrerr]

which matches with the statement of Definition 3.
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The second phase of the protocol terminates when m3 has been sent. The clients that receive m3 deliver the new
incarnation and out-date the previous.

From the discussion in Sect. 2, we know that the validity of the virtual clock is limited in time: the value of
τ obtained using equation (5) indicates the time to live of a given cohort. From that value we may derive the
following deadline for the next remote clock reading operation:

Ts +
δ − ε

drifterr

The deadline depends on some characteristic parameters of the cohort, and on the timing of the past clock
reading operations. These pieces of information are known to the server, that can schedule by that time the next
m1 broadcast message, that will trigger the next clock reading operation.

This concludes the description of the remote clock reading operation: it is easy to check that the timing of the
operation is entirely under the control of the server, which enforces the required accuracy of the virtual clocks, and
(implicitly) warns the clients that may have failed to read the remote clock with the required accuracy.

4 Keeping cohorts compact

The performance of the scheme illustrated above is optimal when all the subscribers of the same service belong to
a single cohort. In that case we say the the synchronization protocol is coherent: the server schedules a simultaneous
clock reading for all members of the cohort, and optimizes the cost of the communication.

This result is easy to obtain if the membership of the clients of the service is fixed during the duration of the
service itself. But this assumption is not realistic, and it is safer to assume that subscriptions occur irregularly:
new instances of the same service are activated dynamically, and new clients can join an already active service,
while others can leave it for exceptional or ordinary events.

We need to define a merge operation among sub-cohorts, that models the fact that several cohorts may merge
into a single one, whose timing is controlled by a coherent synchronization protocol:

Definition 5 (Merging sub-cohorts) Given a set of sub-cohorts, their merge consists in their union in a new
sub-cohort, whose next remote clock readings are set as the earliest, among those of each component sub-cohort.

Indiscriminate merges are not efficient. For instance, when a client first subscribes for a service, its virtual clock
is initialized with the coarse τ0: if this (singleton) sub-cohort were merged with an existent sub-cohort, all members
would experience a series of very short τs, needed by the new member in order to calibrate the drift of its internal
clock. This is inefficient, and it is preferable that the joining member merges with a preexistent sub-cohort only
after its τ is comparable with that of the sub-cohort.

We want that the system tends to coherency, but limiting the cost of the merges: so we suggest a protocol for
merging sub-cohorts, and we prove that its cost, in terms of the degradation of the overall τ , has an upper bound:

Definition 6 (Sub-cohorts merging rule) At time ta a sub-cohort ca is performing a remote clock reading
operation. Let sub-cohort cb be a sub-cohort whose current virtual clock incarnation have been generated at tb (with
tb ≤ ta), with a time-to-live of τb.

Given appropriate σ and ξ, the two cohorts merge if and only if:

τa, τb ∈ [(1 − σ)τ , τ ] (9)

tb + τb ≥ ta + ξ ∗ τa (10)

Intuitively, the merge is allowed only if:

• the τ of the two cohorts are sufficiently close to the asymptotic value (see the σ parameter) and

• the next application of the clock reading rule of the merged sub-cohort is sufficiently distant (see the ξ

parameter).
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The following theorem (the proof of its validity is in appendix A.4) gives a criteria for choosing “appropriate”
values for ξ and σ:

Theorem 2 (Bounded degradation) If

0 < ξ ≤
1 − σ

2 − σ
(11)

then the merge of two sub-cohorts does not degrade their τ to less than (ξ − σ)τ

Example:
We want that a merge never produces a sub-cohort
with

τ <
τ

3

From the consequence of the theorem,

ξ = σ +
1

3

By substitution in the premise of the theorem we
obtain:

σ +
1

3
≤

1 − σ

2 − σ

and, by algebraic manipulation

3σ2 − 8σ + 1 ≥ 0

The relevant solution of the equation is

σ ≤ 0.13

and, from the consequence of the theorem:

ξ ≤ 0.46

The best choice is σ = 13% and ξ = 46%.

Note that the inequality formalizes a tradeoff between the time needed to merge, and the degradation of the τ

of the sub-cohort that “accepts” a merging sub-cohort.
The σ indicates how near to the asymptotic value must be the τ of a sub-cohort, in order to be considered for

merging with another: this impacts on the time from the initial join to the merge. In the example illustrated in
Figure 1 a σ of 13% corresponds to a time from the initial join amounting to 5500secs.

On the other hand, using the value of ξ derived in the example, the fraction of τ that is preserved after the
merge is (in the worst case) 33% of the asymptotic value. From the bounded degradation theorem, it is easy to see
that the lower bound for such degradation cannot be better than 50%, whatever value is chosen for σ.

The appropriate value for the σ strictly depends on the kind of parameter that one wants to optimize: the
number of rounds versus the number of sub-cohorts.

We cannot guarantee that a service ever reaches coherency: frequent activations or joins may maintain the time
diffusion in-coherent. But the following result proves that the above protocol “tends” to coherency, and will reach
it in case the service does not experience new subscriptions (the proof of its validity is in appendix A.5):

Theorem 3 (Self-stabilization) In the same condition stated for the bound degradation, and if no new members
subscribe for the service, it holds that all sub-cohorts will eventually join.

From Theorem 3 follows that new subscribers eventually join the cohort, if the inequality that binds the param-
eters σ and ξ is satisfied.
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5 Conclusions

We have described the architecture of a (virtual) clock synchronization protocol, that is aimed at providing a
uniform timing to the clients of a distributed service using a multi-cast mechanism. This sort of tool is useful in
the design of multimedia distributed applications, as well as in other time-bound applications.

The distinctive feature of the protocol we propose is the ability to calibrate the virtual clocks of the clients,
so that the frequency of the remote clock reading operations gradually decreases. In order to make this result of
practical interest, a merging rule has been defined that tends to a state where all clients obtain a new remote clock
reading through a unique broadcast operation, despite new subscription or the activation of new instances of the
service.
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A Appendix: proofs of the theorems

A.1 Proofs of the time-stamp and timeout generation rule

• As for the time-stamp generation rule of Definition 1, the time-stamp is given by the midpoint of the interval
indicated by inequality (2), and its accuracy is given by half the length of the same interval:
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vc(T ) = rcr + (t(T ) − ts)
1 + drift

(1 + drift + drifterr)(1 + drift − drifterr)

vcerr(T ) = rcrerr + (t(T ) − ts)
drifterr

(1 + drift + drifterr)(1 + drift − drifterr)

Since both values of drift are small with respect to 1, we introduce the following approximation, that simplifies
the formulas:

(1 + drift + drifterr)(1 + drift − drifterr) ≈ 1 + 2drift

(1 + 2drift)−1 ≈ 1 − 2drift

drift + drift2 ≈ drift

• Concerning the timeout generation, we use the knowledge of the correspondence between the internal clock
and the real time, embed in the virtual clock, to devise a value of the internal clock that corresponds to the
timeout.

The inequality (2) can be rewritten as follows:

ts + (1 + drift − drifterr)(T − rcr − rcrerr) ≤ t(T ) ≤ ts + (1 + drift + drifterr)(T − rcr + rcrerr)

which returns an interval for the value of the internal clock at real time T : the virtual clock can return
this information as an indication of the timeout to set on the internal clock in order to produce the event
controlled by the timeout at real time T . Also in this case, we compute the midpoint and the extent of the
interval to indicate the estimated value and a bound for its precision. The terms of the kind drift ∗ rcrerr are
ignored.

A.2 Proof of the rules to computedrift and drifterr

From Definition 1, the average observed drift can be computed as

1 + ave(ρ) =
tns − tn−z

s

Tn
s − Tn−z

s

Using Definition 3, and assuming without loss of generality that both remote clock reading operations have
accuracies better than ε, we can compute the two bounds of the average drift:

tns − tn−z
s

rcrn − rcrn−z + 2ε
≤ 1 + ave(ρ) ≤

tns − tn−z
s

rcrn − rcrn−z − 2ε

and, the Lagrange theorem again justifies

tns − tn−z
s

rcrn − rcrn−z + 2ε
− ρR ≤ 1 + driftn ≤

tns − tn−z
s

rcrn − rcrn−z − 2ε
+ ρR (12)

The above inequality binds the value of the systematic drift of the internal clock when two remote clock readings
are available: this is the situation that arises when the timeout of the (n − 1)-th incarnation of the virtual clock
approaches, and the client performs a new remote clock reading operation to initialize a new incarnation.

The values for the drift and the drifterr variables in the state of the n-th incarnation can be computed as the
midpoint and the extent of the interval of inequality (12). Some second order terms are eliminated.
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1 + driftn =
(tns − tn−z

s )(rcrn − rcrn−z)

(rcrn − rcrn−z)2 − 4ε2

≈
tns − tn−z

s

rcrn − rcrn−z

driftnerr =
(tns − tn−z

s )2ε

(rcrn − rcrn−z)2 − 4ε2
+ ρR

≈
2(1 + ρs)ε

rcrn − rcrn−z
+ ρR

≈
2ε

rcrn − rcrn−z
+ ρR

A.3 Proof of Theorem 1

Let us denote with τn the τ of the n-th incarnation of a virtual clock. When remote clock reading values from
distant z incarnations are used, we have that:

τn =
δ − ε

2ε

lcsn−lcsn−z

− ρR

Since the time to live τ indicates the maximum time before a new incarnation of the virtual clock is created,
then τi ≥ lcsi+1 − lcsi. Therefore:

τn ≤
δ − ε

2ε
∑

n−1

i=n−z
τi

− ρR

The asymptotic case corresponds to the fixed point where τi = τi−z: at that time it holds that:

τn =
δ − ε

2ε

zτn

− ρR

and

τ =
δ − ε − 2ε

z

ρR

<
δ − ε

ρR

A.4 Proof of Theorem 2

We separate the cases depending on the validity of ta + τa > tb + τb.
In the case where it holds, we have that the τ of cb remains unaltered, while the next reading operation of ca is

anticipated to tb + τb (see Figure 3).
We show that the following holds:

(ta + τa) − (tb + τb) < (1 − ξ)τ (13)

Instead we prove the following, that is stronger since τ > τa:

12



now

?
ca

ta

-� τa

�

cb

tb

-� τb

Figure 3. Two sub-cohorts merge, and ca’s τ is shortened

(ta + τa) − (tb + τb) < (1 − ξ)τa (14)

The above can be rewritten as:

(tb + τb) > ta + ξτa

which is valid, since it corresponds to the merging rule condition.
The next time to live of the virtual clockof the sub-cohort ca will therefore be set to

τnew = τa − (ta + τa) + (tb + τb)

using (13)
τnew > τa − (1 − ξ)τ

and, for the merging premises

τnew > (1 − σ)τ − (1 − ξ)τ (15)

τnew > (ξ − σ)τ (16)

which proves the assert in the first case.

now

?
ca

ta

-� τa

cb

tb

-� τb

�

Figure 4. Two sub-cohorts merge, and cb’s τ is shortened

On the other hand, if ta + τa ≤ tb + τb (see Figure 4), the next reading operation of cb will be anticipated to
ta + τa, and the resulting τ of the current clock of cb will be reduced to (ta − τa)− tb. Since ta ≥ tb, the new τ will
be longer than τa, which in its turn is longer than (1 − σ)τ , and also longer than (ξ − σ)τ , which concludes the
proof.

A.5 Proof of Theorem 3

We want to prove that as long as there are at least two sub-cohorts, a new merge event will eventually occur.
The successive values of the τ of the cohorts tend to the same asymptotic value: using basic analytical properties

of the bounded successions, all of them will eventually enter any interval containing the bound, unless they are
perturbed by a merge. So, given any two sub-cohorts, either a merge alters the progression, or the proposition (9)
will eventually hold for both of them.
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Without loss of generality assume that (9) holds at time ta for the sub-cohorts ca and cb, when ca is finishing the
clock reading, and that cb performed a clock reading at tb. We want to prove that, under the condition stipulated by
(11), either (10) holds, and ca merges with cb, or the the merge will occur at the next reading operation performed
by cb, and cb will merge with ca. See Figure 5.

now

?
ca

ta

-� τa

cb

tb tb’

-� τb
-�

τb’

�

Figure 5. Eventual merge of two sub-cohorts

We start from the hypotheses that inequality (10) is false (otherwise the merge occurs):

tb + τb < ta + ξ ∗ τa

Using the theorem (3), we obtain the following consequence:

tb + τb < ta +
1 − σ

2 − σ
∗ τa (17)

We prove the following intermediate result: let τ ′

b
be the next τ of cb, computed at tb + τb, when the next clock

reading is performed by cb. The proposition (9) will hold for τ ′

b
too, since the succession of the τ s is monotonic,

and:

1 − σ

2 − σ
∗ τa ≤ τa −

1 − σ

2 − σ
∗ τ ′

b (18)

Using some algebraic manipulation, we rewrite it as follows:

τa

τ ′

b

≥ 1 − σ

which is valid since

τa ≥ τ(1 − σ) (19)

τ ′

b ≤ τ (20)

Using inequalities (18) and (17), we obtain that the following holds:

tb + τb < ta + τa −
1 − σ

2 − σ
∗ τ ′

b

and, from the bound of inequality (11)

tb + τb < ta + τa − ξ ∗ τ ′

b

Now, let us make the substitution tb + τb = t′
b

ta + τa > t′b + ξ ∗ τ ′

b

which, with an appropriate relabeling, matches the condition for merging indicated by inequality (10).
In order to ensure the condition for the merge, we must prove also that ta < t′

b
, which is true by the initial

construction (ta < tb + τb since tb corresponds to the most recent clock reading of cb).
This concludes the proof.
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